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If you really think you need a GPS, I know I never really put one on my Magellan, but if you find a
cheap GPS, with Windows CE, to install then you can start trying to get it working with MioPocket.

Good luck! I did read about an ATV8300 and even a Previa Pro, but they all seem discontinued. Good
luck! You can get 1407 (I think that is what it is called) cheap on eBay for $45. Thats probably the
cheapest GPS on the shelf. Actually I was looking at an offer on topgear.com the other day for $99.

You can try to get an old GPS to work with MioPocket and get a newer GPS for $100. If you decide to
go the eBay route, I think the 1407 is a tough one. Had a look at that one yourself? Ok so I found a

1428 cheap off eBay, and another Magellan RoadMate 1430, and would like to try and get them
running with MioPocket 4.0. I will do this tomorrow and then post an update. For now, I just wanted

to say I want to thank all the people who have supported me! This has been a while in coming, and I
will try and be more patient for it next time, or another one of those comes up. Thanks all! P.S. I

have a new XM-750 and a TLD-506. Those are still up to date and I've already tried them. I figured I'd
try MioPocket since it's not "fragmented" like the others are. I'm really surprised that it isn't working.
User, are you using Windows 8? MioPocket 4 will not work with Windows 8 for obvious reasons (same

file names). Make sure you are using version 4 and not version 5. Everything is backwards
compatible, but 5 requires Windows 8, and 4 needs Windows 7. Trial and error. Run the

gpsupdate.exe file. If the GPS update worked, you will need to re-install miopocket and dump the
miopocket.txt backup file. In the worst case, run another GPS update. If it did not work, you will have

to do a hard reset.
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